
CLIL TO GO

Useful CLIL methods



What is CLIL? 

■ using different methods which actively involve the students

■ CLIL = students gain content knowledge and improve their

language skills at the same time

■ teacher→ preparation is the key for a successful CLIL lesson

→ needs to support students (vocabulary / phrases)

■ Students→ they do the work in class

→ work in pairs/teams …

→ practice topic-related/subject-related language
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Mind Mapping 1 → done by students

→ students summarise an article / video

→ take notes using key phrases (verb + noun / verb + 

adjective / etc.

→ different information

→ students give their summaries

Mind Mapping 2 → done by teacher AND students

→ phrases are provided by the teacher (jargon, key

vocabulary, …)

→ students add information

→ students give their summaries
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Word cloud

→ intro activity

→ making students familiar with new words/phrases
→ revising / summarising what happened in the last lesson

→ possible activities:

- look up all the words in an online dictionary
- form sentences
- explain the words to each other
- summarise the content of an article / video / etc.

www.wordclouds.com
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Asking questions

→ teacher provides wh-questions on a text/video

→ what / where / when / why / who / how many / how much

→ open questions

→ no YES/NO-questions! (do / does / have / etc.)

→ add: Explain. / Give reasons. / Describe. → to get more content as
answer

Learner-generated questions

→ learners design their own questions + have to provide the correct
answers
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True/False statements

→ statements on the text (tick true/false) + justification

→ alternative: two options which one is the better / correct one?
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− What‘s the best option

→ teacher asks a question and provides a maximum of five options

→ students discuss the best option/s for the question raised

→ 1st question: general question 2nd question: specific question
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Giving advice / Problem solving 
→ teacher puts the students into a certain situation 
→ students have to give advice on how to solve/fix the problem
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Priority Ranking/Sequencing

→ teacher provides a list of possibilities/options

→ students discuss on the most/least important one

→ students have to put the possibilities/options into the
correct order
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Group Reading/Expert Group

→ dividing a text into several sections (with sub-
headings, paragraphs, …)
→ different categories for research
→ students become experts in their topic
→ share information with others
→ post activity (to make sure the students listen to each other)
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Labelling of pictures (parts of tools, machines, devices)
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Describing pictures

→ students describe pictures
→ students present information of charts or graphs
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Thank you!

Presentation designed for CLIL to GO

Copyright: Brigitte Gottinger & Petra Pargfrieder

Examples used with permission of CLIL teachers attending our workshops / 
seminars! A big THANK YOU to all of them for doing such a great job! ☺
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